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Compact measurement data laboratory for a wide range 
of measurement applications 

In the busy daily routine of your machines, systems and laboratories, it is becoming 
increasingly important to be able to perform ad hoc measurement tasks at minimal effort. 
There is generally no time to wire sensors and set up measurement technology. In many 
applications/scenarios, extending data acquisition will bring added value and competitive 
advantage. Such applications/scenarios require the acquisition of different types of 
decentralised measurement data, and this should be performed preferably with minimal 
wiring and setup effort. Delphin Technology AG has therefore developed the new 
LoggitoLab, a compact tabletop device that can be set up quickly and requires no tools to 
connect sensors.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Autonomous data logging and PC-supported measurement data acquisition 

Depending on the measurement task, you can choose between a stand-alone data logger 
(LoggitoLab Logger) and a PC-supported data logger (LoggitoLab USB). 

LoggitoLab Logger 

LoggitoLab Logger is the device of choice when users require PC-independent operation 
with fail-safe internal data storage and smart analysis functions. The LoggitoLab Logger 
also features an optional server capability allowing measurement data to be instantly 
visualised and analysed on smartphones or tablets. The optional WLAN interface allows full 
independence from existing network infrastructures. 
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LoggitoLab USB 

LoggitoLab USB is ideal for extending LoggitoLab devices when extra channels or PC-
supported data logging are required. LoggitoLab USB delivers the same high-precision 
data acquisition and connection variants as LoggitoLab Logger, and at an affordable price. 
Power supply and measurement data transmission take place simply via the supplied USB 
cable. 

A range of connection variants for your application  

Systems and laboratories generally already have sensors available. LoggitoLab then 
provides the ideal solution, for example, by using its laboratory sockets for connecting U, 
I, R signals or its thermal-miniature sockets for instant connection of any thermocouples, 
or a combination of both. All connection variants have eight analogue inputs and two 
software-switchable digital inputs/outputs. A special feature is that the connection variants 
are available for both the LoggitoLab Logger and for the LoggitoLab USB. This provides 
maximum flexibility for you and your application, while enabling easy expandability at any 
time. 

 

 

 

 

 

Connection variant: 8 AI-RTD with eight universal analog inputs to connect any 
voltage, current and RTD signals in 2-, 3- and 4-wire technology via 4 mm lab sockets 

  

 

Connection variant: 8 TC with eight analog inputs for direct connection and high-
precision measurement of any thermocouples via thermal-miniature sockets 
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Connection variant: 4 AI-RTD 4 TC for full flexibility with a combination of 4 analogue 
inputs with 4 mm lab sockets and 4 analogue inputs with thermal-miniature sockets. 

  

Universal, precision analog and digital I/Os 

Signal and output quality are key requirements in measurement data acquisition. Analog 
inputs should also be universal. Some locations require different types of data to be 
measured simultaneously, e.g. temperatures, pressures and voltages. For monitoring and 
controlling processes, digital inputs and switching outputs are often needed in addition to 
analogue inputs.  

The new LoggitoLab from Delphin Technology AG meets all the above requirements. 
Whatever the connection variant, the LoggitoLab has 8 universal, differential analogue 
inputs. These can be used to record any current/voltage or temperature signals, 
depending on the connection variant.  

Measuring precision and resolution 

The LoggitoLab’s analog inputs have 24-bit resolution and a measuring precision of 0.01% 
of the measuring-range end-value for voltage, current and resistance measurements. The 
LoggitoLab also has two software-switchable digital inputs/outputs with frequency 
measurement, counting and PWM functions. 

Internal device intelligence and autonomous operation 

Many applications are not able to be permanently connected to a measuring computer or a 
PLC. In such cases, it is vital that the recorded measurement data can be reliably stored 
within the device. The device also needs to be able to independently perform control 
tasks, e.g. when a limit value is exceeded that requires rapid emergency system 
shutdown. The device should ideally have sufficient internal intelligence to undertake the 
(partial) automation of processes.  

The LoggitoLab Logger has optional internal data storage of 4 or 8 GB enabling up to 240 
million measured values to be recorded. To reliably eliminate data loss, high-quality, 
industrial-grade data storage is used. Thanks to internal device intelligence in the form of 
software channels, the LoggitoLab Logger not only performs simple control tasks, but can 
also implement complex logic circuits. This enables devices to monitor and automate 
processes and trigger alarms even when no PC is connected. 
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Interfaces and protocols  

In the era of increasing digitalisation, both horizontal M2M communications and vertical 
communications to other company levels and the cloud are becoming increasingly 
important. When selecting a data acquisition device, the device should be capable of 
supporting modern communication standards to enable it to easily share data with all 
levels involved. OPC UA is therefore vital here, now established as a quasi-standard for 
Industry 4.0 applications and enabling reliable data sharing whatever the manufacturer or 
platform. 

Integrated LAN and USB interfaces allow the LoggitoLab Logger to communicate via OPC 
UA, Modbus TCP and user-defined protocols. An OPC UA HA server interface is available as 
a special feature in the LoggitoLab Logger. The OPC UA standard can then also be used for 
accessing archived measurement data. Increasingly more users are now requiring this 
function. 

Visualisation and analysis anytime and anywhere 

The LoggitoLab's special feature is its optional server capability to instantly transmit 
measurement data to tablets or smartphones via WLAN. The new, platform-independent 
ProfiSignal 20 software perfectly complements LoggitoLab and enables easy and direct 
visualisation and control of ongoing processes, also on your mobile device. Display and 
operating design is then optimised for the respective platform being used.  

From quick diagrams to complex monitoring systems 

ProfiSignal 20 displays structures in their entirety: from an overview of factory floors to 
each individual machine or plant, and from test laboratories to test stands. It couldn't be 
simpler and clearer. ProfiSignal 20 enables you to check the current operating parameters 
of individual plant components or machines using your mobile devices, wherever you are.  

Scan once to display all measurement data  

The new SCACH function means that QR codes attached to each machine can be scanned 
using your smartphone or tablet’s camera enabling your mobile device to display 
measurement data diagrams as well as full system visualisations. You can then go to the 
relevant sections of a system and effortlessly display its measurement data. The same 
ProfiSignal 20 project can also be used to display the data on a desktop PC. 
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Creating system and process visualisations using ProfiSignal 20 

Multiple functions requiring minimal space 

The LoggitoLab devices provide universal, isolated analog inputs with precision 
measurement accuracy, software-switchable digital inputs and outputs with frequency 
measurement, counting and PWM functions, future-proof interfaces and optimum usability. 
Internal data storage and internal device intelligence makes the LoggitoLab ideal for 
autonomous use and for independently monitoring and controlling systems.  

Added to all this is a high degree of user-friendliness and a practical format with D x W x 
H dimensions of approx. 150 mm x 190 mm x 80 mm and weighing just under 800 g. 
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